
Summer dress      Size : 2 (4) years 

 
Materials : 

1 skin of Rowan 4 ply cotton, needles 3.0 mm, 3 

buttons, 8 markers, 2 piece of fabrics 50 X 42 cms 

(55 x 50) 

Pattern notes : K : knit, P : purl, Ssk : Slip one stitch 

knit-wise, then slip the next. Insert left needle into 

the front loops of the slipped stitches and knit them 

together from this position (through the back 

loops), k2tog : Insert needle through next 2 sts as if 

to knit. Knit together, pm : place marker, sm : slip 

marker, m1 : make 1 stitch 

lace pattern                                                                         

K1 mesh edge, k1, * yo, ssk, k4* repeat ** 

1- P 

2- K 

3- P 

4- K 

5- P 

6- K1 mesh edge, k4, *yo, ssk, k4* repeat ** 

PatternCast on 103 (123) sts, knit 4 rowsR1 :  k13 (16), m1, pm, k3, pm, m1, k18 (22), m1, pm, k3, pm, m1, 

k26 (32), m1, pm, k3, pm, m1, k18 (22), m1, pm, k3, pm, m1, k13 (16), yo, k2tog, k1 (you just form a 

buttonhole end ranking)                                                                                                                                                                

R2 and all even rows : purl                                                                                                                                                       

R4  and all odd rows : k to the 1rst marker, m1, sm, k3, sm, m1, k to the next marker, m1, sm, k3, sm, m1, 

etc… to the end of the row.                                                                                                                                                              

At  the same time, begin the lace pattern, the number of stitches is growing, please at this point that the lace 

is evenly spread.                                                                                                                                                                                

to  6 (7) cms high make an other buttonhole at the end of a row place on the last 3 stitches as follows: yo, k2tog, 
k1.                                                                                                                                                                                           
At 9 (11) cms in height, there are 215 (242) sts.                                                                                                             
a-Don’t forget the lace pattern, k 33 (37) sts , put on another needle                                                                                                                            

k 2 rows of lace pattern on the following 48 ( 52) sts, k 4 rows on those sts, then binf off.                                                                                                         

b-K one row  on lace pattern 60 (64) sts, put on another needle                                                                                                          

k 2 rows of lace pattern on the following 48 ( 52) sts, k 4 rows on those sts, then binf off.                                                             

c-K 1 row on lace pattern the 33 (37) the last sts.                                                                                                                          

Purl  a, b and c on the same needle                                                                                                                                                                   

To 11 (13) cms high, make a third buttonhole as the second one.Purl one row, knit 4 rows, bind off         

Assembly and finishing                                                                                                                                                             

Sew in sleeves, sew the buttons opposite the buttonholes 

Train skirt: Overcast 2 pieces of fabric, make a flap tear of 4 cm tall at center back, sew the 2 rectangles, 

make pleats and sew to knit by matching the seams of the sides below the sleeves .Make a hem of 3 cms.                                                                                                                                

Free  pattern              SSSSaaaandrine et Compagniendrine et Compagniendrine et Compagniendrine et Compagnie                                                    

Modèle Sandrine et Compagnie, marque déposée, copyright 2010, tous droits réservés, toute utilisation commerciale est 
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